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Abstract

Computational fluid dynamics solutions of the flowfield of a truncated cone-cylinder with and without counterflow

jets have been obtained for the short penetration mode (SPM) and long penetration mode (LPM) of the freestream-
counterflow jet interaction flowfield. For the case without the counterflow jet, the comparison of the normalized

surface pressures showed very good agreement with experimental data. For the case with the SPM jet, the predicted

surface pressures did not compare as well with the experimental data upstream of the expansion corner, while aft of

the expansion corner, the comparison of the solution and the data is seen to give much better agreement. The
difference in the prediction and the data could be due to the transient character of the jet penetration modes, possible

effects of the plasma physics that are not accounted for here, or even the less likely effect of flow turbulence, etc.

For the LPM jet computations, one-dimensional isentropic relations were used to derived the jet exit conditions in

order to obtain the LPM solutions. The solution for the jet exit Mach number of 3 shows a jet penetration several

times longer than that of the SPM, and therefore much weaker bow shock, with an attendant reduction in wave drag.

The LPM jet is, in essence, seen to be a "pencil" of fluid, with much higher dynamic pressure, embedded in the

oncoming supersonic or hypersonic freestream. The methodology for determining the conditions for the LPM jet
could enable a practical approach for the design and application of counterflow LPM jets for the reduction of wave

drag and heat flux, thus significantly enhancing the aerodynamic characteristics and aerothermal performance of

supersonic and hypersonic vehicles. The solutions show that the qualitative flow structure is very well captured.
The obtained results, therefore, suggest that counterflowing jets are viable candidate technology concepts that can be

employed to give significant reductions in wave drag, heat flux, and other attendant aerodynamic benefits.

Introduction

The efficiency and performance of any air vehicle is
dictated by the physics of the flowfield of the vehicle

and/or propulsion system. The flowfields of supersonic

and hypersonic vehicles and propulsion systems are
characterized by strong shock systems, which may

include different types of shocks: oblique (forebody,

inlet) shocks, normal shocks and other shock structures

and interactions. For a given geometry, the strength of
the shocks increases with increasing flow Mach number.
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Strong shocks contribute disproportionately to the drag
of the vehicle, and may cause severe aerothermal loads,

which could translate into poor aerodynamic

performance (lift/drag) and stringent thermal protection

system requirements, i.e. severe penalties in vehicle

range and weight, etc., for single- or two-stage
transatmospheric cruise and reentry vehicles.

As an example, the interaction of the forebody nose
shock with the engine cowl leading edge of a highly

integrated supersonic or hypersonic vehicle, a Type IV

interaction, can result in severe thermal loads that may

cause structural degradation or failure. Similarly, the

management of sonic boom, the reflection of the shock

system of supersonic and hypersonic vehicles by the
ground, has remained a technologically challenging

problem in the design of environmentally compatible

supersonic and hypersonic cruise vehicles.

Copyright © 2002 by The Boeing Company. Published
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A potential solution to these technological barriers is

the employment of systems or subsystems technologies
in high speed vehicle design that could severely weaken



anddispersethestrongshocksystemof supersonicand
hypersonicflows in orderto reducewavedrag,
aerothermalloads,aswellasattenuatesonicboom,etc.
Thatis,thecreationofaflowfieldaboutthevehicle,in
whichtheshocksystemisrenderedveryweakoralmost
"shockless,"therebysignificantlyenhancingthevehicle
aerodynamicefficiencyand performance. The

immediate impact of such flowfields is a significant
improvement in the aerothermal characteristics of the

vehicle surfaces, and vehicle cross-range authority, etc.,
particularly for transatmospheric cruise, and reentry

vehicles, and other reusable launch systems.

Background

Concepts to enhance the aerodynamic and aerothermal

performance of supersonic and hypersonic vehicles by
weakening the shock system are not new [1-7]. Resler

and Sears [2] explored the use of electromagnetic

effects to improve aerodynamic performance, while
Ziemer [4] demonstrated the effects of magnetic fields

on the standoff distance of the bow shock of a sphere in

a supersonic stream. Ziemer's results show the bow
shock to be significantly diffused, with an attendant
increase in the shock standoff distance due to the

interaction of the magnetic field with the flow.

In recent years, there has been a strong and renewed

interest in the application of weakly ionized
nonequilibrium plasmas (WINPs) or cold plasmas,

which by definition has a very low degree of ionization,
O(10 .8 to 105), as a candidate concept for the reduction

of wave drag and heat flux of bodies in supersonic and

hypersonic flows. Experiments in Russia and the
United States [8-24] reveal that cold plasma introduced

into high speed flows produce various anomalous
effects. For supersonic flows over blunt bodies, the

anomalous effects include an increase in the "speed of
sound," shock acceleration, dispersion and attenuation,

with attendant reductions in wave drag and heat flux.

The aerodynamic effects of WINPs in supersonic and
hypersonic flows such as drag reduction are widely

reported. However, the flow physics is still not well

understood, which has prompted the ongoing debate
whether the anomalous behavior is due to thermal

effects or gradients (localized Joule heating, etc.) or
nonequilibrium gasdynamic processes: ion acoustic

waves, electron heat conduction, double layer (charge
separation), streamer/shock interactions, etc., or the

complementary effects of thermal gradients and

nonequilibrium plasma physics. More recent work [24-

31] make a stronger argument for the effects of thermal

gradients to explain the anomalous flow behavior due to
cold plasma, while Ref. 20 reports similar effects even

for Helium plasma generated in a shock tube near room

temperature. Others [25,32,33] attribute it to

nonequilibrium processes, such as vibrational relaxation

to account for the drag reduction. We will not further

discuss these different points of view since it is beyond
the scope of the work here.

One candidate concept that has received considerable

attention recently in the application of cold plasma for

wave drag reduction is counterflow jets. The effects of

counterflow jets for the reduction of wave drag in high
speed flows have been investigated by several authors

[1,5-7,22-24]. Shang [24] investigated both

experimentally and computationally the aerodynamic
effects of various counterflow jets, both with and

without plasma, to determine the amount of drag

reduction in a hypersonic flow over a sphere. The jet

penetration was observed to have two stability modes,
an unsteady oscillatory motion under a subcritical state

and nearly steady supercritical state beyond the shock

bifurcation point, depending on the driving stagnation

pressure and mass flow rate of the jet. The drag
reduction was observed to strongly depend on the jet

mass flow rate. For the jet without plasma, the trend
was computationally and experimentally observed to be

the same for the counterflow jet with plasma, though the
plasma jet gave about 10% higher reduction in drag,

compared to that at room temperature, which is

attributed to the deposited plasma thermal energy.

Formin, et. al. [23] investigated different jet

penetrations in counterflow plasma jet or "aerospike"
experiments. In these tests, plasma jets from truncated

cone-cylinder models, with surface pressure taps for

surface pressure data, were injected into oncoming
supersonic freestreams at Mach numbers of 2, 2.5 and

4. The plasma generator is instrumented inside the

cone-cylinder model. These experiments reveal that
there are two modes of jet penetration, a short

penetration mode (SPM) and a long penetration mode

(LPM), which are coupled through transitional modes
of the jet-freestream interactions. The SPM and LPM

were determined by correlation to the pressure ratio of

the jet stagnation pressure to that of the total pressure

behind the normal shock. It was observed that the jet
interaction mode typically started out in the LPM and

transitioned to the SPM, depending on the pressure
ratio. The SPM was observed when the pressure ratio
was found to be less than 2, and the LPM resulted in

significantly higher reduction in drag, with an attendant
effect of weakening the bow shock.

Formin, et. al. [23] also carried out an inviscid

computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis to predict

both the SPM and LPM modes and compared their



solutionswiththeexperimentaldata.Thecomparisons
werereportedto showgoodagreement.However,to
predicttheLPM,thecounterflowjetstagnationpressure
(or pressureratio)wasarbitrarilyvarieduntil the
desiredflowstructurewasobtained.It is,therefore,not
clearthatasingleflowvariableorparametersuchasthe
pressureratiois theonlymodediscriminatoror the
appropriatescalingparameterto determinetheSPM
andLPMinteractions.

In theanalysisthatfollows,wewill employamore
methodologicalapproach,basedon one-dimensional
isentropicrelations,toestablishthejet flowconditions
thatyieldtheLPMto definea practicalapproachto
enablethedesignandapplicationofthecounterflowjet
conceptfor wavedragandheatfluxreduction.The
goalhereis thereforeto numericallypredicttheflow
physicsof theLPMmodeasaresultof theinteraction
of the counterflowingjets with the oncoming
freestream,toaccuratelyassessthebenefitsof theLPM
in termsofsignificantincreasesinwavedragreduction.
Thiscouldalsobenefiteffortsto mitigatesonicboom
[34], sincesonicboomis themanifestationof the
reflectionoftheshocksystemofhigh-speedvehiclesby
theground,amuchweakershocksystemwillalsogive
amoreenvironmentallytolerablelower"boom."

Theflowfieldof theclassicaldeLavalnozzlein an
ambientenvironmentisdictatedbytheexpansionofthe
nozzleflow,i.e.,whetherthenozzleisunderexpanded,
fullyexpandedor overexpanded.Forfullyexpanded
nozzleflows,thatis,thestaticpressureatthenozzle
exit is the sameas the ambientpressureof the
surroundingfreestream,thesolutionoftheflowfieldcan
beobtainedanalytically,forexample,bytheclassical
methodof characteristics(MOC).Therefore,forco-
flowingnozzleflows,theconditionsattheboundary
definedby the exit of the nozzlerelativeto the
freestreammay be known a priori, and the
correspondingflow structureis thuseasilyobtained
from analyticalor numericalsolutions,sincethe
problemis mathematicalwell posedto giveunique
solutions.Indeed,if theflowiseverywheresupersonic,
thesolutioncanbeobtainedinapiecemealapproach,
thatis theconditionsof thenozzleexitplanecanbe
usedastheinflowboundaryconditionforthesolution
of theflowfieldof thesupersonicjet downstreamfor
anygivennozzleexitMachnumber.

Fornozzleflowsissuinginadirectionoppositetothe
freestream,that is, counterflowingjets, the
mathematicalsimplicityis lost with respectto the
boundaryconditionsattheexitof thenozzle,andthe

resulting flow structure becomes extremely
complicated,particularlyfor flows issuingfrom
truncatedsurfaces,for which the resultingflow
structurescontainembeddedsubsonicandrecirculating
pockets,evenawayfromsolidsurfaces.Forthiscase,
theamountof thereductionin thewavedragandheat
flux,whetherit isacold,heatedorplasmajet,strongly
dependsdirectlyonthedegreeof penetrationofthejet,
thatis,whetherthejet is intheSPMorLPM, as shown

by the analyses of Formin et. al. [23]. Therefore, in
order to employ the counterflow jet as a practical

technology concept for wave drag and heat flux

management, it is critical to design systems that will

operate optimally, that is, for the jets to give the LPM.

To derive the applicable equations for the prediction of
the LPM, we assume that the stagnation conditions of

the counterflow jet that gives a jet exit Mach number of
1 is known. Based on these assumption, we employ

one-dimensional isentropic equations to obtain the

relations that govern the expansion of the counterflow

jet in order to obtain the LPM jet-shock interaction to

give the desired reductions in wave drag.

We start out by stating the constraints between the flow
rate at any other jet exit Mach number relative to that of
the Mach 1 or reference exit flow. That is

pzu2A2 =kplulA l , (1)

where Pl, ul, and A 1 are the density, streamwise jet

velocity, and cross-sectional area of the counterflow jet
nozzle exit Mach number of 1, respectively. Similarly,

,o2 , uz , and A 2 are the corresponding values of the jet

with exit Mach number greater than 1. In Eq. 1, k is

simply a constant of proportionality between the two

counterflow jet flow rates. For the same jet nozzle or

injector, A 1 = A z. Since our interest here is to establish

the flow conditions at the exit of the counterflow jet to

obtain the LPM, we assume that the geometry of the

injector is the same for both SPM and LPM. This

assumption is not restrictive. Thus, Eq. 1 becomes

D2U2 = kPlU 1 . (2)

Starting with the one-dimension isentropic equations,

the stagnation conditions for the case in which the

counterflow jet exit Mach number is supersonic relative

to the jet with an exit Mach 1 can be shown to be
y+l

I ]7-1M2 r I

- , (3)

Po, Po_LM_J LI+7;1M_



whereP01, ,°01, M1 are, respectively, the stagnation

pressure, stagnation density and exit Mach number for

the counterflow jet with an exit Mach number, M I = 1,

while P02, ,002, M2 are the corresponding notations

for the counterflow jet whose exit Mach number is

greater than 1.

Assuming that the test gas of the counterflow jet is

thermally and calorically perfect, then from the equation
of state we obtain

y+l

7"ol Pol-M--_" r-1 , (4)
-T-M?

where T01 , is the stagnation temperature for the

counterflow jet with an exit Mach number of 1, and T02

is stagnation temperature for the counterflow jet whose

exit Mach number is greater than 1. In Eqs. 3 and 4, 7

is the ratio of specific heats, which is assumed to remain

about the same at the two stagnation temperatures,
which only holds if the difference in the temperatures

are small. This is not generally the case. The error

implicit in this assumption can readily be accounted for.

Equations 3 and 4 contain the ratio of the stagnation

densities, Po2/Pol, which needs to be specified in

other to determine Po2/Pol and Toz/Tol for a given

k and M 1. For simplicity, we imposed the constraint

/9o2 = 19ol/k 2 (5)

which allows one to determine Po2/Pot and To2/Tol

completely for a given k and M I .

Numerical Simulations

The application of Eqs. 3 through 5 in the simulation of

counterflowing jets depends on the particular CFD code
in terms of how the flowfield is normalized, initialized

and/or how the freestream and counterflow jet
conditions are specified. For this analysis, the CFD

code we employed is the CFL3D [35], Version 6.0. In
CFL3D, the velocity field is normalized by the

freestream speed of sound, a=, density by ,o= and the

pressure and energy by 7P=. Note that the freestream

values denoted by the subscript oo here corresponds to

the freestream values denoted by superscript ~ and the

subscript oo in Ref. 35. Therefore, using Eqs. 3 and 4,

we derive the corresponding expressions for the

normalized boundary conditions for the counterflow jet,
that is, at the jet exit plane, if the solution for the jet
starts from the jet exit.

The equation for the nondimensionalized velocity,

pressure and density are, respectively, given by

I

I Fu._.__2 = M2 To.._AL To___LI+-_M_

a. T0= T01 _I+___IMz2 j)

(6)

P2 1 P01 P02

_ Y P0= P01

Y

1+ 7-1M2 r-1
2

1+ T___I M _ '

(7)

and

P2 Pol Po2

P_ Po_ Pol

1

1+ r-____lM_
2

7-1
--_-- M a2

(s)

Lastly, the ratio of the dynamic pressures of the

counterflow jets with exit Mach numbers of M a and

M e can be shown to be

q.__L2= k u2. (9)
ql Ul

If the computations for the counterflow jet is started

from the jet reservoir or stagnation chamber, then Eqs.
3, 4 and 5 must be used directly, or used to determine

the normalized flowfield variables at the jet exit,
depending on the CFD code in question.

In terms of the description of the CFD code, CFL3D is

a three-dimensional, time-accurate, finite-volume,

compressible thin layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) code,
which can also be run in inviscid (Euler) mode. It has a

suite of turbulence models: zero-equation and various
one-equation and two-equation turbulence models for

turbulent flowfield computations, as well as van Leer's

flux-vector and Roe's flux-difference splitting
algorithms to compute fluxes. It also has multi-block,

grid sequencing and multi-gridding capabilities to

enhance solution convergence rates. The code is very
well documented and is publicly available. As such, we

will not give detailed description of the code here. The



interestedreaderis, therefore,referredto theCFL3D
User'sManual[35]forfurtherdetailsofthecode.

Fiowfield Computation of the SPM and LPM

As a test problem, we consider the flowfield of a
counterflowing jet in an oncoming freestream. The

geometry is one of the truncated cone-cylinder models

of Refs. 22 and 23, as shown in Fig. 1.

_-'-- K--- 7 i

J" \ _ r:

a) Schematic of the geometry [22,231

numbers of 1 and higher than 1 are the same. Table 1

shows the values of ,002/,001, Po2/Pol, To2/Tol,

u_/a_, P2/)'P®, ,°2/,°_ and q2/ql for various

values of counterflow jet exit Mach numbers, M 2 .

Computation Grid

The computational grid employed for the solution of the
freestream-counterflow jet flowfield is a structured full

three-dimensional C-H grid topology, and is made of
three blocks, with dimensions of 17X189X57, 57X9X9

and 49X9X9 for the external flow, counterflow jet or

core and the nozze injector, respectively. Though the

nozze injector was gridded, the nozzle grid was not

used in the computation. That is the counterflow jet
flow was started from the exit or outflow plane of the

nozze injector. The grid was highly resolved near the

wall and in the region of the counterflow jet to

accurately capture the complex flow structure of the
interactions. The upstream and outflow boundaries of

the grid were extended far enough to adequately define

the freestream and the counterflow jet domain. Figure 2

shows a quadrant of the three-dimensional grid.

b) Without plasma nozzle c) With plasma nozzle

Figure 1. Truncated cone-cylinder geometry [22,23].

The freestream Mach number, M_, the stagnation

pressure, P0_ and stagnation temperature, T0_ are,

respectively, 2, 97.0kPa and 291.9K. For the

counterflow jet, the exit Mach number, M t, the

stagnation pressure, P01 and stagnation temperature,

T01 are 1, 360.OkPa and 4840K, respectively. Further

details of the geometry and the flow environments of
the freestream and the counterflow jet stagnation

conditions are given in Refs. 22 and 23. The

counterflow jet stagnation and exit conditions for Mach

numbers greater that 1 are obtained from Eqs. 3 through

8. In these computations, we assume k = 1, that is the

flow rates of the counterflow jets with jet exit Mach

Figure 2. Computational grid of the cone-cylinder.

Results

Before we start to discuss the results of the analysis, we

should point out that the computations for the
counterflow jet do not take into account any effects of

the ionized jet or plasma, as in the experiments of

Formin, et. al. [23], since the TLNS equations in
CFL3D do not have any plasma physics. As such these

results only manifest the effects of the fluid dynamic

interactions between the heated jet and the oncoming

M2 Poz/Pot Po2/Pol To2/To, u2/a= P21YP® P2/P- qz/q,

2.0 1.0 2.847656 2.847656 13.7429324 7.5490151 0.2238306 2.7556670

3.0 1.0 17.931565 17.931565 41.4756524 10.1256192 0.0741661 8.3166526

4.0 1.0 114.891606 114.891606 114.2934583 15.6953956 0.0269140 22.9176514

Table 1. Computed stagnation and counterflow jet exit flow conditions for various jet exit Mach numbers for

k =1, M s =1.



the external flow. Secondly, we also point out that the

solutions presented are lanfinar steady state solutions.

We start with the comparison of the solutions of the
flowfields with and without the counterflow jet, with an
exit Mach number of 1, which is one of the test cases of

Refs. 22 and 23. This is shown in Fig. 3.

with plasma jet i

(No plasma effect) i

Figure 3. Mach number distributions.

The comparison shows the effects of the counterflow jet

on the external freestream. One readily sees that the
standoff distance of bow shock of the truncated cone-

cylinder is increased by more that a factor of two, thus

indicating a much weaker bow shock, with an attendant

reduction in wave drag, which is in consistent with

previous work [22,23,24]. Also clearly noticeable in
the figure is the flow over the truncation and the cone-

cylinder, which shows a larger subsonic region for the

flow with jet. Lastly, the upstream penetration of the jet
into the oncoming external freestream is about the same
scale of the diameter of the truncated face. This mode

of penetration is the short penetration mode (SPM).

To get a better understanding of the differences in the

flow structure of the two flowfields, Fig. 4 shows the
velocity vectors in the vicinity of the face of the

truncation. The color indicates velocity magnitude.
The figure shows multiple vortex structures, one on the
wall of the truncated face, while the others are

embedded in the flow as the jet rapidly decelerates after

With plasrtm jet

(No plasma city.or)

Figure 4. Velocity vectors

reaching the peak velocity through the expansion, as it
interacts wifll file external oncoming freestream.

Qualitatively, the solution of Fig. 4 is very consistent
with the schematic of the flow structure of Ref. 23,

" Fig.5, for the SPM.

Figure 5. Schematic of the flow structure of the SPM [23]

Another important point about the flow structure of the

freestream-counterflow jet interaction appears to be that
it seems highly time dependent, particularly as driven

by changes in the injector nozzle stagnation conditions.

Thus, though the results reported here are steady state
solutions, it is not clear whether the flowfield, in reality,

reaches steady state, even in an asymptotical sense.

Such a transient character may explain the oscillatory
nature of the jets that has been observed by Formin et.

al. [23] and Shang [24]. Figure 6 shows a snap shot of

the solution before it converged to steady state. It is

noteworthy, as we see from the figure, that the
counterflow jet begins to bifurcate under the effect of

the imposed momentum of the external flow with the

generation of pairs of counterrotating vortices that are

symemetrical about the jet axis. It is not clear whether

the "states" of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 repeat through the
transient process as it goes through the SPM and the

LPM as has been suggested [23].

Figure 6. A snap shot of the velocity field in time.

The above qualitative flow structure for the SPM of the

counterflow jet is seen to be very well captured by the
numerical prediction. Figures 7 and 8 show the

quantitative comparison of the laminar flow solutions

with the experimental data of Formin, et. al. [23] for the

cases with and without the jet, respectively, for



normalizedpressuredistributionalonga ray of the
cone-cylinder.As canbe seenfrom Fig. 7, the
comparisonshowsverygoodagreementbetweenthe
predictionandtheexperimentdata,exceptclosetothe
expansioncornerwherethereisapaucityof datasince
themodelappearsnotto havebeenwellinstrumented
there.Nonetheless,thegoodagreementbetweenthe
solutionand the data for the casewithoutthe
counterflowjetestablishestherequiredconfidence,asa
benchmark,forthesolutionsforthecasewiththejet.
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Figure 7. Variation of the normalized pressure with
distance for the case without counterflow jet.

The comparison for the case with the counterflow jet is

shown in Fig. 8. As one can readily see from the figure,

the agreement in the surface pressure distributions is

poor upstream of the expansion corner, after which the
solution and the data show better agreement. However,

in terms of trends, the predictions of the solution are

consistent with the experimental data.
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Figure 8. Variation of the normalized pressure with
distance for the case with the SPM jet.

The difference between the prediction and data may be

due to a variety of reasons, such as the oscillatory or
transient nature of the interaction, as the jet transitions

between the SPL and LPM due to instability, as

discussed above. Another possibility could be the effect

of the weakly ionized plasma of the counterflow jet, in

terms of additional energy release from the ionization

quenching, energy transfer between the various degrees
of freedom, such as vibration-translation (V-T) or
vibrational relaxation, and other nonequilibrium plasma

effects, in addition to Joule heating, which deposits

considerable amount of energy into the flow. As stated
above, we made no attempts to model such effects.

Other possibilities include the effect of flow turbulence,
since the boundary layer could very likely be turbulent

due to the upstream interactions.

Figures 9 and 10 show the plots of the convergence rate
and drag coefficient, respectively, for the case with and

without the counterflow jet with solution iteration, using

one level of grid sequencing. For the case without the

jet, Fig. 9 shows the solution to converge to machine

Figure 9.

Jel on

Jet off

1.40 7---::_: : ;: :-:- - F _--::]i : - i '- 71-:...__ '
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Figure 10. Variable of drag coefficient of truncated
cone-cylinder solution with and without counterflow jet.



zeroin termsof residualdecayafterabout12000
iterations.ForthecasewiththeSPMjet, thesolution
convergedto within7 ordersof magnitudedropin
residual.Evenwiththepooragreementin thepressure
profileupstreamof theexpansioncorner,thesolution
forthecasewiththejet showsaconsiderablereduction
indrag,betterthan18%,whichreducestoabout15%
whenthethrustof thecounterflowjet isaccountedfor,
asFig. 10shows,whichis exactlythesamevalue
reportedby Ref. 15. A 15%reductionin dragis
aerodynamicallysignificant, particularly for
transatmosphericcruiseandreentryvehicles.Ashas
beensuggested,theLPMjet wouldgiveevenmuch
largerpercentageindragreduction.

ThoughForminet.al. [23]statedthatthecounterflow
jetwithexitMachnumberof 1transitionedbetweenthe
SPM and LPM, repeated attempts to obtain the solution
for the LPM for the jet with exit Mach number of 1 was

unsuccessful. Thus, to be able to calculate the flowfield

for the LPM, we changed the jet exit conditions using

Table 1. Computations were performed for both Mach

3 and Mach 4 counterflow jet exit conditions. We
report only the Mach 3 solution here, since the Mach 4

solution was not completed because the resulting LPM

jet completely penetrated or tore through the upstream
computational boundary.

The solution for the jet exit Mach number of 3 is shown
in Fig. 11, which shows the LPM for the Mach number

distribution. It is seen that in the LPM mode, the jet

penetrates upstream almost as a fluid spike or a "pencil"
of fluid penetrating much further into the oncoming
external freestream. The shock standoff distance is

Figure 11. Mach number distribution for the LPM jet.

close to an order of magnitude larger than that of the

SPM, and by implication, resulting into a significantly
weaker bow shock, and therefore a much greater

reduction in wave drag. Figures 12 and 13 show the

solid color and contour plots of the pressure field,
respectively. Also shown in Fig. 13 is the schematic of

the flow structure as given by Formin et. al. [23].

Comparison of the solution with the schematic in Fig.
13, shows a striking qualitative agreement in terms of
the structure of the LPM, and, therefore, the attendant

reduction of wave drag and heat flux, and any potential
impact on sonic boom mitigation in terms of the

strength of the ground reflected shocks [34].

Figure 12. Pressure distribution for the LPM jet.

Schematic of flow structure [23] CFD Laminar flow prediction

Figure 13. Pressure distribution for the LPM

The penetration of the LPM can be deduced from Table

1. Table 1 shows that at M 2 = 3, q2/ql -- 8.32 and at

M 2 = 4, q2/ql = 22.92. That is the dynamic pressure

of the counterflow jet with exit Mach number of 3 is

more than 8 times that of the jet with exit Mach number

of 1, while it is nearly 23 times larger for the jet with
exit Mach number of 4. Thus, the much higher dynamic
pressures provide the "punching power" of the

counterflow jet to further penetrate the oncoming
freestream and weaken the bow shock.

Conclusions

CFD solutions of the flowfield of a truncated cone-

cylinder with and without counterflow jets have been

obtained for the short and long penetration modes of the
freestream-counterflow jet interaction flowfield. For

the case without the counterflow jet, the comparison of

the normalized surface pressures shows very good



agreementwithexperimentaldata.Inthecasewiththe
counterflowSPMjet, thepredictedsurfacepressures
did not comparewell with the experimentaldata
upstreamof the expansioncorner,while better
agreementis seenaft of theexpansioncorner.The
disagreementbetweenthepredictionandthedatacould
bedueto thetransientcharacterof thejetpenetration
modes,possibleeffectsof theplasmaphysicsthatare
notaccountedforhere,oreventhelesslikelyeffectof
flowturbulence,etc.

FortheLPMjet solutions,it wasnecessaryto firstuse
one-dimensionalisentropicrelationsto derivedthejet
stagnationand exit conditionsto obtainthe LPM
flowfieldsolutions.ThesolutionforthejetexitMach
numberof 3 showsa jet penetrationseveraltimes
longerthanthatof theSPM,thus,givingmuchweaker
bowshock,withanattendantreductionin wavedrag
dueto themuchhigherdynamicpressureof thejets.
TheLPM modeis, in essence,a "pencil"of fluid
embeddedin theoncomingsupersonicor hypersonic
freestream.

Themethodologyfordeterminingtheconditionsforthe
LPMjet couldenablea practicalapproachfor the
designandapplicationof counterfiowLPMjets to
significantlyreducewavedragandheatfluxtoenhance
the aerodynamiccharacteristicsand aerothermal
performanceof supersonicand hypersonicvehicles.
Thesolutionshowsthatthequalitativeflowstructureis
verywellcaptured.Theobtainedresults,therefore,
suggestthatcounterflowingjetscanbeviablecandidate
technologyconceptsto significantlyreducewavedrag
and heat flux, in addition to other attendant
aerodynamicbenefits,suchassonicboommitigation,
improvedlift/drag,andrangeby weakeningtheshock
systemaboutsupersonicandhypersonicvehicles,such
asreusablelaunchvehicles.
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